
SL NOApplication NoProgrammes Name of the Applicant Father's Name Category

1 2017007558  PhD(Chemistry) LALITA SINGH LAXMAN SINGH ST

2 2017004441  PhD(Chemistry) SHIV KUMAR SINGH SHYAM DHEERAJ SINGH ST

3 2017000646  PhD(Chemistry) RAVIKANT JAISWAL BHAWANI PRASAD JAISWAL OBC

4 2017000173  PhD(Chemistry) IRUDHAYARAJ S SAVARI MUTHU L OBC

3. The Personal Interaction shall be held for 100 marks and the criterion for the same shall be evolved by the respective Departments. 

Provisional list of candidates invited for Personal Interaction, 2017-18

Indira Gandhi National Tribal University, Amarkantak (M.P) 484887

Total Intake : 01                                                                                        Seat Matrix : UR - 01
Gender

Female

Male

Male

 Programme : - PhD(Chemistry)

Male

Instructions to Candidates:

1.The candidates who scored a minimum of 45% in case of  GENERAL and OBC  and 40% in case of  SC, ST and PWD  from the entrance 

   examination have been invited for Personal Interaction.  

2.The candidates who have cleared NET/JRF and who applied online and paid necessary fee have also been invited for Personal Interaction.

    The Shortlisted Candidates adviced to bring two copies of a well drafted synopsis on the topic of their choice and produce the same at the

     time of personal interaction

4. 70% weightage shall be given to the written test and 30% to the Personal Interaction in case of candidates who pass the entrance examination. 

5. 70% weightage shall be given to the candidates who cleared NET/JRF against the score of written exam conducted by the University and 30%      

     for the Personal Interaction.

9. Clases commence from 10th July 2012

Controller of Examinations

6. There shall be a waitlist for all PhD programes. The candidates from the wait list shall be given admission as per merit and reservation  if the 

    selected candidates from the final selection list fail to take admission or cancel admission within due date. The validity of wait list shall be 

     twenty days the last to take admission for the selection candidates expires.

7. The Personal Interaction will be held on 3-4, July, 2017 in the respective Departments.

8. 07 July 2017 shall be the last date to pay fees
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